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My Wish for Michelle Obama 
She’s too brilliant to waste her time convincing racists of black people’s worth. 

By Charles M. Blow
Opinion Columnist 

 Nov. 3, 2019

Michelle Obama and her brother, Craig Robinson, spoke with the journalist Isabel 
Wilkerson at the Obama Foundation Summit in Chicago on Oct. 29.Credit...Scott 
Olson/Getty Images 

Michelle Obama is an extraordinary woman by any measure. 

She is an attorney with degrees from Princeton and Harvard. She is the former first lady 
of the United States, and the first African-American one. She just came off a gangbusters 
book tour for her memoir, “Becoming,” which was Amazon’s longest-standing No. 1 title 
since “Fifty Shades of Grey.” And, according to polls, she is the most admired woman in 
the world. 

https://www.nytimes.com/by/charles-m-blow
https://today.yougov.com/topics/international/articles-reports/2019/07/18/2019-worlds-most-admired
https://www.nytimes.com/by/charles-m-blow


She has conducted her life with the utmost honor, dignity and grace. Every day I miss 
her and her husband’s presence in the White House. Their contrast with the Trumps is 
so stark that it’s painful. America downgraded erudition to indecency. 

Obama owes no one anything. She has nothing to prove. It is already proven. 

This is why I was saddened to hear her say at the Obama Foundation Summit in Chicago 
that she “can’t make people not afraid of black people.” She continued: “I can’t explain 
what’s happening in your head, but maybe if I show up every day as a human, a good 
human … maybe, just maybe, that work will pick away at the scabs of your 
discrimination.” 

Why should this brilliant black woman spend even a second of her time considering the 
mind-set of a racist? She shouldn’t. No black person should. No person who suffers the 
sting of racism should. 

Obama’s intentions are honorable, but the approach is problematic. Anti-black racism 
and white supremacy are not predicated on black people’s behavior. From the time 
Europeans started stealing people from Africa, they used pseudoscience and supposedly 
observed behavioral traits to justify their brutality, subjugation and exploitation. 

Black people, in their eyes, were conversely brutish and savage or shiftless and lazy. 
They were less intellectually and culturally advanced. They lacked the morality and 
character to exist on the same plane as white people. White people weren’t putting black 
people in an inferior position; God and nature had done that. 

This behavioral rationale was used to justify and maintain slavery; to argue and fight 
against reconstruction; to justify black codes and Jim Crow; to sanction racially 
disparate drug policies and penalties, including mass incarceration; and now to excuse 
the killings of black people by the police. 

Abraham Lincoln, during the Lincoln-Douglas debates in 1858, took it even further, 
saying, “There is a physical difference between the white and black races which I believe 
will forever forbid the two races living together on terms of social and political equality.” 

Black people were so submerged in this behavioral orthodoxy that they absorbed it. 
They, too, started to believe that if they altered their behavior, if they better assimilated, 
it they rose to white people’s ideals, they would mitigate white racism. 

Booker T. Washington, quite famously, subscribed to this thinking. Washington was a 
brilliant man who dedicated his entire life to the betterment and uplifting of black 
people. But he made the miscalculation of thinking that he could so demonstrate his 
worthiness to white people that they would self-correct their racism and reward black 
people with social equality and justice. 

It doesn’t work that way. Racism is a pathology bound up by power. 

https://youtu.be/XiUEnzhpNWo?t=3277


To the white racists, racism is heritage. In their worldview, white men created the 
modern world and advanced culture. To them, whiteness is beauty and power; it is the 
pinnacle of human evolution. 

As such, there is nothing that a black person could do to graduate out of subordination 
and into equality. Our blackness itself is the mark, and it cannot be erased. 

People worried during the Great Migration that blacks behaving badly would convert 
Northern whites into racists like their Southern brethren. In 1916, Kelly Miller, the dean 
of the College of Arts and Sciences at Howard University, wrote a letter to the editors of 
The New York Times worrying that the migrating black would “naturally enough, at 
first, mistake liberty for license unless he is carefully safeguarded and encouraged in the 
right direction.” 

He continued: 

“Should the influx of Negro laborers to the North, without proper restriction and 
control, be allowed to prejudice public opinion and thus reproduce Southern 
proscription in the Northern states, the last state of the race would be worse than the 
first.” 

But there were already white racists in the North. Their racism had nothing to do with 
black people’s behavior. 

Asserting that there is a behavioral cure for racism simply supports the inverse 
argument: that there was a behavioral cause for it. Blaming white racism on black 
people’s behavior is an intellectual violence. It’s a crime. No one should endeavor to live 
their life as an exemplar for the white gaze. For the oppressed to feel any obligation to 
fix the flaw in the oppressor is simply another form of oppression. Centering on the 
white racism perception of you is futile, distracting and corrosive. 

My wish for Michelle Obama is simple: that she never again allow herself to entertain 
the thought of how she is being perceived by racists and whether or not that is changing 
any of their minds. 

Why should cave men be allowed to occupy space in the mind of a super woman? 

The Times is committed to publishing a diversity of letters to the editor. We’d like to hear 
what you think about this or any of our articles. Here are some tips. And here’s our 
email: letters@nytimes.com. 

Charles Blow joined The Times in 1994 and became an Opinion columnist in 2008. He is 
also a television commentator and writes often about politics, social justice and vulnerable 
communities. @CharlesMBlow • Facebook 
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https://help.nytimes.com/hc/en-us/articles/115014925288-How-to-submit-a-letter-to-the-editor
mailto:letters@nytimes.com
https://twitter.com/CharlesMBlow
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EVERYDAY BIAS: IDENTIFYING AND NAVIGATING UNCONSCIOUS JUDGMENTS IN OUR DAILY LIVES 

Chapter7 

Shifting to Neutral 

How We Can Learn to Disengage from Bias 

Until you make the unconscious conscious it will direct your life 

and you will call it fate. We cannot change anything until we accept 

it. Condemnation does not liberate, it oppresses! -Carl Jung 

If you notice anything, it leads you to notice more and more. 

-Mary Oliver (award-winning American poet)

If you think in any way like I do, all of this research I've cited 

thus far might seem pretty mind-blowing. As I've read through 

hundreds of the studies, some of which I have mentioned in this 

book, I'm often left with a feeling that I can't trust anything I'm 

seeing in the world around me. To paraphrase the words of one of my 

firm's clients, I realize that I should no longer believe what I think! 

Witty as his statement might be, there is some real truth to it. As 

the mathematician and philosopher Rene Descartes famously said 

(in Latin), "cogito ergo sum" or "I think, therefore I am." For the 

most part, all of us identify strongly with our thoughts. The notion 

that our thoughts and feelings may not be "true," but rather are 

automatically programmed in our minds through our various 

experiences, and influenced by some of the mental incongruities that 

I've been discussing, is hard for us to grasp. It is, first of all, hard for 

us to see the mind in action with any kind of objectivity because we 

are looking through the very mind we are trying to look at! We have 

complicated thinking patterns that are designed to self-justify the 

very things we are trying to explore. Yet, the question we have to ask 

is: Can we trust our own perceptions? 
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Caged Bird by Maya Angelou 

A free bird leaps 
on the back of the wind 
and floats downstream 
till the current ends 
and dips his wing 
in the orange sun rays 
and dares to claim the sky. 

But a bird that stalks 
down his narrow cage 
can seldom see through 
his bars of rage 
his wings are clipped and 
his feet are tied 
so he opens his throat to sing. 

The caged bird sings 
with a fearful trill 
of things unknown 
but longed for still 
and his tune is heard 
on the distant hill 
for the caged bird 
sings of freedom 

The free bird thinks of another breeze 
and the trade winds soft through the sighing trees 
and the fat worms waiting on a dawn bright lawn 
and he names the sky his own 

But a caged bird stands on the grave of dreams 
his shadow shouts on a nightmare scream 
his wings are clipped and his feet are tied 
so he opens his throat to sing. 

The caged bird sings 
with a fearful trill 
of things unknown 
but longed for still 
and his tune is heard 
on the distant hill 
for the caged bird 
sings of freedom. 



 

 

Race by Elizabeth Alexander 
Sometime I think about Great-Uncle Paul who left Tuskegee, 
Alabama to become a forester in Oregon and in so doing 
became fundamentally white for the rest of his life, except 
when he traveled without his white wife to visit his siblings— 
now in New York, now in Harlem, USA—just as pale-skinned, 
as straight-haired, as blue-eyed as Paul, and black. Paul never told anyone 
he was white, he just didn’t say that he was black, and who could imagine, 
an Oregon forester in 1930 as anything other than white? 
The siblings in Harlem each morning ensured 
no one confused them for anything other than what they were, black. 
They were black! Brown-skinned spouses reduced confusion. 
Many others have told, and not told, this tale. 
When Paul came East alone he was as they were, their brother. 
The poet invents heroic moments where the pale black ancestor stands up 
on behalf of the race. The poet imagines Great-Uncle Paul 
in cool, sagey groves counting rings in redwood trunks, 
imagines pencil markings in a ledger book, classifications, 
imagines a sidelong look from an ivory spouse who is learning 
her husband’s caesuras. She can see silent spaces 
but not what they signify, graphite markings in a forester’s code. 
Many others have told, and not told, this tale. 
The one time Great-Uncle Paul brought his wife to New York 
he asked his siblings not to bring their spouses, 
and that is where the story ends: ivory siblings who would not 
see their brother without their telltale spouses. 
What a strange thing is “race,” and family, stranger still. 
Here a poem tells a story, a story about race.  

Sorrow Home by Margaret Walker 
My roots are deep in southern life; deeper than John Brown or Nat Turner or Robert 
Lee. I was sired and weaned in a tropic world. The palm tree and banana leaf, mango 
and coconut, breadfruit and rubber trees know me. 
Warm skies and gulf blue streams are in my blood. I belong with the smell of fresh 
pine, with the trail of coon, and the spring growth of wild onion. 
I am no hothouse bulb to be reared in steam-heated flats with the music of El and 
subway in my ears, walled in by steel and wood and brick far from the sky. 
I want the cotton fields, tabacco and the cane. I want to walk along with sacks of seed 
to drop in fallow ground. Restless music is in my heart and I am eager to be gone. 
O Southland, sorrow home, melody beating in my bone and blood! How long will the 
Klan of hate, the hounds and the chain gangs keep me from my own? 



 

 

The Work of Christmas by Howard Thurman 
When the song of the angels is stilled, 
When the star in the sky is gone, 
When the kings and the princes are home, 
When the shepherds are back with their flocks, 
The work of Christmas begins: 
To find the lost, 
To heal the broken, 
To feed the hungry, 
To release the prisoner, 
To rebuild the nations, 
To bring peace among people, 
To make music in the heart.  

O God, I Need Thee by Howard Thurman 
I need Thy sense of time 
always I have an underlying anxiety about things. 
Sometimes I am in a hurry to achieve my ends 
And am completely without patience. It is hard for me 
To realize that some growth is slow, 
That all processes are not swift. I cannot always discriminate 
Between what takes time to develop and what can be rushed, 
because my sense of time is dulled. 
I measure things in terms of happenings. 
O to understand the meaning of perspective 
That I may do all things with a profound sense of leisure—of time. 

Knowledge Shall Vanish Away by Howard Thurman 
There is a sense of wholeness at the core of man 
That must abound in all he does; 
That marks with reverence his ev’ry step; 
That has its sway when all else fails; 
That wearies out all evil things; 
That warms the depth of frozen fears 
Making friend of foe, 
Making love of hate, 
And lasts beyond the living and the dead, 
Beyond the goals of peace, the ends of war! 
This man seeks through all his years: 




